Author's Names: List the last and first name of the author.

Titles: Titles of longer works such as books and journals are italicized. Titles shorter works such as articles, chapters, and poems are placed in quotation marks.

Publication Information: The publisher is listed first, followed by a journal name.

Punctuation: In a Chicago style paper, all major elements are separated by periods.

Book (one author)


Book (two or more authors)


Chicago Style Citations

**Book Chapter (Part of a book)**


The second footnote: Rockefeller, “Made Millions,” 72-75.


**E-Book**


The second footnote: James, (The Turn of the Screw*.


**Journal Article**

When citing an article, list specific pages in the footnote, but list the whole range of the article in the Bibliography.


Chicago Style Citations


Website

Online sources (including scholarly articles) can be mentioned in the text or as a note and in turn omitted from the bibliography. For example: (“As of December 2017, the wall bordering Mexico and the United States will be built, as listed on the national United States Government website...”). If a more formal citation is required, it doesn’t have guidelines. Include an access date or, if available, a date that the site was last modified.

The first footnote: “FDA Guidelines.” Last modified May 18, 2011, {link}

The second footnote: “FDA Guidelines.”

In bibliography: FDA. “FDA Guidelines.” Last modified May 18, 2011. {link}